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Of all fires, 99 percent originate from hu-
man causes, while biomass, landscape 
and land use are determined by human 
activities on 99 percent of Europe’s and 
Hungary’s territory. Although this is sober-
ing, it also provides an opportunity to re-
duce the number, extent and damage of 
forest and vegetation fires, even in the 
short term. However, it should also be 
borne in mind that fire is not a problem 
everywhere, and in some areas, controlled 
burning is an important tool for forest and 
vegetation fire prevention.

Due to changes in land use, society and 
weather in Hungary, larger forest fires be-
gan to appear in the 1990s, while the num-
ber of fires and the affected area also rose 
sharply. In 2012, two forest fires affected 
about 14,000 hectares of forest, besides 
13,137 wildland fires on 76,546 hectares 
of non-forest areas.

As we all know, fires (including forest 
and vegetation fires) need three things to 
burn: fuel or biomass, oxygen, and heat; 
this is called the Triangle of Fire. What is 
less widely known is that the spread of the 
forest fire is also affected by three factors: 
biomass, topography and weather. These 
parameters constitute the fire environ-
ment triangle. There are sides on both tri-
angles that are determined by nature – 

such as oxygen, topography and weather 
– leaving the aspects of heat and biomass 
to be dealt with through prevention. 

Although forest fires are classified – for statistical  
purposes and in everyday speech – as natural disasters, 
forest fires are unlike other natural disasters in that 
they are generally human-induced in Europe and thus 
in Hungary as well.  

1.  Introduction
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It sought to, on one hand, draw attention to the risk of forest 
fires through broad, target group-specific communication,  
as well as to teach people about the proper use of fire in the  
forest; and on the other hand, to acquaint professionals in 
the area with the synergies and methods of forest fire  
prevention and biomass management.

With appropriate and effective communica-
tions, it is possible to make people cause 
less fires. The education and training of pro-
fessionals, forest owners and farmers, as 
well as proper regulation and targeted sub-
sidies can help to create land use and bio-
mass conditions that slow down, limit and 
localize the spread of the forest and vegeta-
tion fires. 

A special feature of the project was that 
some groups took part both as training and 
communication target groups and as stake-

holders. It is important to emphasize that 
FIRELIFE is a communication project where 
education and awareness raising are not 
auxiliary objectives but primary purposes.

The precondition for launching the pro-
ject was that the data collection systems of 
the forest authority and the fire brigade 
have been unified and re-organized since 
2010, and this provided a basis on which we 
were able to make several socio-economic 
applied research projects exploring the 
causes of vegetation fires.

The FIRELIFE Forest Fire Prevention Communication  
and Training Project targeted both the sides of the  
triangle that can be directly affected by humans.

2. A FIRELIFE Projekt
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Communication Axis
In designing the communication axis of the project, 
we sought to choose cost-effective and elements 
that are sustainable or usable after the LIFE project. 
 

Communication Plans
For the project period, a framework plan for com-
munication target groups, messages and communi-
cation tools was prepared. Afterwards, the annual 
communication action plan was developed on this 
basis, in which both experiences and feedback 
could be integrated. 

Printed Materials
In the first year, printed brochures were developed 
for the various target groups (children, hunters, for-
esters, farmers and hikers), but from the second 
year onwards they were amalgamated into a single 
document. The illustrated flyer with fun activities 
was a great success, providing tips for the whole 
family on how to make and put out a campfire. 

Our five themed A1-sized posters were success-
ful as well. For children, they show the dangers that 
forest fires pose to wild animals; for adults, the 
causes and the possible ways of preventing forest 
fire; for general audiences, we offer tips for making 
a proper campfire; smokers are told, in the style of 
a cigarette box warning, of the dangers of a dropped 
cigarette butt; and small land owners are informed 
of local fire regulations.

The forest authority, disaster management, na-
tional parks, forest owners, municipalities, schools, 
kindergartens and NGOs took part in the placement 
of posters. Thanks to this wide cooperation, the 
posters appeared in forest schools, classrooms, 
preschool hallways, medical clinic waiting rooms, 
on City Hall notice boards, in hostels, hotels, camp-
site advertisers, at railway stations and even in to-
bacco shops.

3. Projekt actions

Kérjük, a csikket
NE TEGYE LE AKÁRHOVÁ!
Talán nem is gondolná, de Magyarországon évente több mint 20.000 erdő- és vegetációtűz keletkezik. Ezek  
a tüzek a szárazabb években mintegy 500 millió négyzetméter területet érintenek! Szemben más kontinensekkel,  
Magyarországon a tüzek 99 százaléka emberi mulasztás, főleg gondat lanság miatt keletkezik.

A tavaszi tüzek jellemzően a hóolvadás utáni, február-áprilisi csapadék-
mentes időszakra esnek. A tűz tovaterjedését segíti, hogy a vegetáció 
még nem zöldült ki, és az előző évről nagy mennyiségű elszáradt lágy-
szárú növényzet, illetve lomb található a területen, amely száraz idő-
ben könnyen lángra lobban. A tavaszi vegetációtüzek főként lombos 
erdősítésekben és fiatalosokban, cserjésekben és gyepterületeken  
keletkeznek. A „gazosok”, árokpartok meggyújtása, meggyulladása, 
a tűz őrizetlenül hagyása nemcsak sok hektár fiatal erdő pusztulását 
okozza, hanem súlyos károkat okoz a tavasszal éledő természetnek el-
pusztítva sok állatfaj kicsinyeit is.

A nyári időszakban a hosszabb csapadékmentes, száraz- 
meleg időjárási viszonyok következtében az erdei avar 
és tűlevélréteg, illetve az itt felhalmozódott elhalt  
gallyak, ágak teljesen kiszáradnak és könnyen lángra 
kapnak. A nyári erdőtüzek intenzitása a szélsősége-
sebb időjárással nő, egyre gyakrabban kell koronatü-
zek ellen védekezni. 
A legtöbb tüzet a gondatlan dohányzás, a felelőtlen tűz-
rakás, a figyelmetlen grillezés, a szabálytalan tarló és  
gazégetés okozza.

Tudta, hogy…
Az 1 négyzetméteres erdőtűz  

kerülete 100-szorosára, területe 
10 000-szeresére képes nőni  

az első fél óra alatt.

A koronában égő erdőtűz  
1 méter széles szakaszának  

eloltásához több mint  
100 liter víz szükséges.

Az erdőtűz elől több 10 000  
élőlény nem képes elmenekülni.

További információkat a biztonságos tűzrakás fortélyairól, a tűz-
gyújtási tilalom szabályairól, valamint a hazai és külföldi erdő-
tüzekről, vegetációtüzekről itt találhat: erdotuz.hu

 eldobni  ≤  1 másodperc
 eloltani  ≥  100 óra
 helyreállítani  ≥  100 év

Segítse az erdészek és a katasztrófavédelem munkáját és figyeljen az alábbiakra:

oha ne dobjon el égő cigarettacsikket!

rdőben csak a kijelölt helyen gyújtson tüzet!

artsa be a tűzgyújtási tilalom szabályait!

oha ne hagyja a szabadtéri tüzet őrizetlenül!

ondosan oltsa el a tüzet, használjon hozzá elegendő
(legalább 5 liter) vizet, máskülönben a szél visszagyújtja!

gyekezzen a kertjében is csak akkora tüzet rakni, 
amiből a szél nem tud elvinni izzó zsarátnokokat!

Erdész üdvözlettel:
Füsti, a tölgyfa

Támogatók:

NÉBIH Erdészeti Hatóság

Az erdőtűz súlyosan  
károsítja az erdei 

élőlények egészségét.
Használja a hamutartót!

firelife_plakat_A1_dohanyosoknak.indd   1 2016.03.25.   16:30:50
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Events
Within the framework of the project, we highlighted 
the importance of forest fire prevention at various 
events. We worked with traditional print media at for-
estry industry events, but we tried to draw attention 
either with special tools (e.g. drip torch) or deliberate-
ly incorrectly printed roll-ups (e.g. depicting a deer 
with roe antlers) that made experts in the field take 
notice. When they came to us to report the error, they 
took a leaflet at the same time.

Our participation in retail, tourism, villages, forest 
schools, schools and other children’s events were 
more successful than expected. We built a mobile for-
est fire prevention adventure trail that could easily be 
packed on a trailer and installed anywhere – whether 
in Budapest or next to a forest. At some stations on 
the adventure trail, we introduced children to forest 
fire prevention and the dangers of forest fires with 
drawing, creative, logical, skill-developing and other 
fun activities. About 700 to 800 children a day can 
visit the adventure trail. Its central elements are the 
forest fire bouncy castle and the watering wall. The 
bouncy castle attracts children like a magnet at any 
event. If you have a forest warden standing on a bar-
rel, only one or two children pay attention, but if they 
can jump up and down and play with water guns, 
everything changes. Children and school classes who 
visited the adventure trail were awarded a Forest Pa-
trol certificate, which they could remind them in the 
future as well of their experiences. 

Direct Communication 
In the framework of direct communication, we visited 
people living on farms and regularly visited the forest 
rest areas around Budapest. Personal communication 
is very effective even in the short term. No later than 
in the second year, we saw that everyone made sure 
to have enough water with them to extinguish fires. 
Over the four-year-period we saw that, after the initial 
reaction of surprise, people were always very friendly 
and welcoming. In addition to many friendly words 
and BBQ invitations, personal communication results 
in a lot of feedback on the effectiveness of some com-
munication tools and handouts, and provides useful 
ideas for additional developments. 
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Integration of Forest Fire Prevention 
into Public Education
The project and the forest authority do not have 
enough resources to reach every student, so we 
considered it important to incorporate information 
about forest fire prevention into the school curric-
ulum. To this end, we have prepared lesson plans, 
background papers, tutorials and fun activities, 
and finally, the topic of forest fires was included 
into 4th and 10th grader textbooks. Tips and ad-
vice for setting and extinguishing campfires in the 
forest were included in the curriculum and text-
books of teacher trainings on environmental and 
forest-related issues.

Documentary and educational film 
about forest and vegetation fires in 
Hungary
The film serves two purposes. On the one hand, it 
presents the causes of forest fires in Hungary and 
the damage they do, and on the other hand, it re-
views the possibilities for prevention, e.g. it teaches 
the viewer where, when and how to make a camp-
fire in the forest and, more importantly, how to ex-
tinguish it properly. The film can be broadcast free 
of charge by television stations, but it is also an 
important aid in education, as the 20-minute film 
provides a good basis for learning the most impor-
tant first steps of forest fire prevention. The film 
provides a basis on which the issue can be easily 
discussed outdoors or in the classroom. 

Storybooks 
Children are receptive to many topics, and espe-
cially to information about fires and forests, thus 
they can convey information about the careful use 
of fire to their entire families. Within the framework 
of the project, two storybooks were created: one 
for small children who are not yet able to read and 
for their parents, and one for those who are already 
reading independently. We have also prepared a 
sticker booklet because, in our experience, all chil-
dren love stickers, especially if the stickers are used 
to solve the exercises based on a story.
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Signs and billboards
About 2,000 thematic information signs in 
different sizes were produced in the frame-
work of the project, all meeting the same 
quality and safety standards as public road 
signs. These boards were placed on forest 
paths and in rest areas by forest owners 
and national park patrols. The forest au-
thority placed them at highway car parks, 
but the signs were given to zoos and arbo-
retums as well, where people learn about 
nature. The boards have the same colours 
and logos, so not only the 2x1 meter board, 

but also the 600 mm road sign sized board 
remind people of forest fires. Several for-
esters have prepared additional signs us-
ing the unified content and form that we 
designed.

During the most high-risk summer peri-
od, we have expanded our awareness-rais-
ing activities to include billboards beside 
motorways. For communication and traffic 
safety reasons, only a short message can 
be placed on these surfaces, but it effec-
tively complements other communication 
tools.
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Gifts and handouts
Children are always more enthusiastic about tasks 
if they know that there is a gift at the end, no mat-
ter what or how small. However, we have seen that 
adults are very much the same. We tried to choose 
handouts that are different from typcial project gifts 
and that are both useful for the target group and 
carry the fire prevention message as long as possi-
ble. Thus, in addition to the usual pencils and pens, 
we also gave out gym bags, reflective vests and 
matches.

Training axis 
Preventing forest fires is an interdisciplinary issue 
that requires a lot of collaboration between various 
professions and organizations. The purpose of the 
trainings was to present the causes of forest fires, 
the factors influencing fires and the widest range of 
tools for prevention. Different professionals have 
contributed different aspects of knowledge, some 
parts are a novelty for everyone, and each profes-
sional promotes forest fire prevention in their own 
way in their separate fields. We are convinced that 
well-designed support systems, a supportive forest 
fire prevention legal environment, cost-effective 
and professional prevention techniques for field for-
estry and nature conservation professionals, as well 
as fire-protection professionals who are familiar 
with the special characteristics of the forest are cru-
cial for effective prevention. 

In addition to on-site trainings, the materials were 
divided into modules and incorporated as e-learning 
units into the training curriculum for forestry, nature 
conservation and fire-fighting professionals. 



As part 
of the project

250,000 leaflets and information 
sheets were printed

5 million brochures and flyers included 
forest fire information

36,500 story books 
were published

 31 11
 radio-  and  tv

interviews 
were given

25
articles

on forest fire prevention 
were published

875 different online platforms  
cited the articles

59 000 people have been 
contacted directly

60
events

in which we participated
(117 event days in total)

32,000
children

have completed 
the adventure trail

2000
information signs and

73,000
posters

have been 
put up

950
officials

have attended 
our trainings



Compared to 2012, the number 
and area of fires fell to 1/3 by the 
end of the project period, despite 
the fact that in 2018, both the 
number of fire-risk days and the 
extent of fire hazard areas were 
about 20 percent higher than in 
2012 in Hungary and Europe.

The communication project 
drew attention to the forest fire 
problem and restarted many for-
est fire prevention processes that 
had been abandoned. For exam-
ple, the use of controlled burning 
as a biomass management tool 
has become possible again. 

On the basis of the information 
received during the implementa-
tion of the project, we have im-
proved the fire prohibition sys-
tem, which now operates more 
flexibly and faster, using forest 
fire indices calculated by the EU 
JRC. Daily updated fire-preven-
tion maps have been placed on 
the project’s website, where re-
lated leaflets can be accessed im-
mediately.

Many people have learned that 
forest fire in Hungary is also a 
growing risk that originates from 
human causes, and that it is not 
just something you see on TV, but 
which could also happen nearby. 

4. What has
been the impact 
of the project?
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5. What lessons can 
others learn from the 
project?

Involving children can help transfer forest fire pre-
vention knowledge to communities and families 
which are otherwise not interested in the topic. In 
order for this to work, the knowledge transfer should 
involve experience-based learning and the ratio of 
new knowledge to fun should be about 1 to 4. 

It is worthwhile to involve the stakeholders (forest 
owners, disaster management, national parks) and 
target-group related organizations (farmers associ-
ations, hiking groups, teacher associations) into the 
dissemination of information material. This, in ad-
dition to being cost-effective, significantly increas-
es the delivery rate of materials on the one hand, 
and on the other hand, the dissemination participant 
identifies more with project goals.

It is important to use a uniform design and logo 
for forest fire prevention so that viewers immediate-
ly recall the message from the board and the poster. 
For communication materials, we suggest including 
a lot of fun activities and attractive diagrams instead 
of text only.

With regards to communicating about events, it 
is better to join a well-known event instead of creat-
ing one for ourselves (children’s events, village festi-
vals, events related to forestry or nature protection, 
sporting events or trade shows), which enables us 
to reach far more people and also to limit expenses 
on organization, administration and marketing. Of 
course, good communication materials always in-
crease the willingness of the public to get involved, 
such as an interesting presentation, or perhaps a fire 
prevention adventure trail with a bouncy castle. 

There are companies that market their prod-
ucts to a target group that we consider important. 
If we manage to convince them of the importance 
of forest fire prevention, and they offer us even just 
a tiny space in their newsletter, catalogue or web-
site, they can help to spread our message to a broad 
audience. Stihl, for example, informed gardeners 
and farmers with a brief heading in their catalogue  
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including a reference to the project website, 
but several supermarket chains have also 
added project information to their websites 
on barbecuing. In addition to our informa-
tion booklets, the Decathlon sports store 
also posted our posters in their department 
stores. These firms helped to save hun-
dreds of hectares of Hungarian forest with 
their environmentally conscious and coop-
erative attitude.

As a result of the news and communica-
tion generated by the project, editors and 
journalists have also begun to deal with the 
issue of forest fire prevention, which is a 
major step forward, as until now, only ma-
jor fires were reported. During the project 

period, newspapers have been able to raise 
awareness of forest and vegetation fires 
at the beginning of the season, and many 
articles and radio news pieces have been 
made using the background material, inter-
views, and films published by the project.
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6. Afterlife 
Communication Plan
After project communication shall be devided into 
two parts. Some elements have been designed to 
be continued after the project period without any 
financial background, and there are some for which 
the funds are sought to be provided or raised by 
the applicant.

ACTION 1 – Printed material

Type of printed 
material

Period/ 
number of copies Dissemination method

Posters

3,000 copies per types 
were planned to be  
printed in 2019 and  
in 2021

By forest owners, disaster management 
authorities, governmental offices, public 
education institutions, on events and on 
teachers’ training courses. Via post – on 
demand

Storybook – The world 
of forest fire

10,000 copies in 2019  
and in 2021

School programmes, school events  
and science fairs

Integrated information 
leaflets for children  
and hikers

100,000 copies per year, 
with new exercises every 
second year

By forest owners, disaster management 
authorities, governmental offices, touristic 
offices, holiday camps, school programmes 
and events

Articles on forest fire 
prevention published 
in the free magazine 
“Konyhasziget”

400,000 copies once a 
year before barbecuing 
season (spring or early 
summer)

Grocery stores and restaurants

Information on forest 
fire prevention in Stihl 
catalogues

2,000,000 copies divided 
between the Spring 2019 
and Spring 2020 issues

By Stihl dealers, lumberjack contests, 
forest and gardening fairs, directly to post 
boxes

A5 timetables for 
schoolchildren with the 
following slogans:
“Prevent Forest Fires” 
and “Cool and Useful”

200,000 copies per year
Attached to schoolbooks; given at events, 
forest school programmes or disaster  
management authorities

Information on forest 
fire prevention included 
into science and nature 
schoolbooks

Reprinted every school 
year, according to the 
number of classes

Disseminated through the school  
textbook provider
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ACTION 2 – Events 
2/1 Forelst fire preventcon idventure trica
We plan to operate the adventure trail 15 days a 
year in the future. We both aim to return to our 
former host events [Gyereksziget (“Kids’ Island”, 
fire prevention day at Budakeszi Vadaspark, Biz-
tonság Hete (“Safety Week”), Erdők hete (“Forest 
Week”), Erdővarázs (“Miraculous Forest”), Muzsikál 
az erdő (“Music of Forests”)] and visit the educa-
tional institutions of the towns which were affected 
by the most forest and wildfires in the year before.

2/2 Contribution to teachers’ training courses
We would like to present at or hold three training 
courses per year with a special programme on for-
est fire prevention and outdoor education.

2/3 Participation in disaster management,
social, forest and game management, nature
preservation events and training courses
We would like to join three training courses per year 
with a special programme on forest fire prevention 
and provide a forum for exchange on forest fire pre-
vention information.

ACTION 3 – Website
The daily updated forest fire ban system will be 
continuously operated through the project website, 
offering relevant downloadable information and 
maps for other online providers. Project outcomes 
and other up-to-date information will also be avail-
able on the site.

ACTION 4 – Outdoor signs
The expected lifespan of the 2,000 outdoor signs is 
about 10-12 years, which facilitates further long-
term communication after the project. Damaged 
signs will be replaced.
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ACTION 5 – Training and education
5/1 University of Sopron – Faculty of Forestry
Training on forest fire prevention at the University 
of Sopron’s Faculty of Forestry will continue after 
the end of the project as well, and we are also 
planning to launch a course in English.

5/2 National University of Public Service
Forest fire prevention has been incorporated into 
the curriculum of disaster management studies at 
the National University of Public Service, and this 
training will continue as well.

5/3 Training for consultants 
We would like to incorporate one module per year 
on forest fire prevention into the credit system for 
consultants on agriculture and forestry, and we 
have offered to develop e-learning courses on this 
issue as well.

5/4 Forestry Professionals
Forest fire prevention training material will be avail-
able for the obligatory forestry professional training 
courses.

5/5 Disaster Management training courses
Project training materials have been incorporated 
into the disaster management training system. In 
addition, we plan to organise two conferences or 
training courses per year in close cooperation with 
the National Fire Prevention Committee.

5/6 Public Service Training System (Pro Bono)
Forest fire prevention has been incorporated into 
the training system as a course which requires per-
sonal attendance and which has been very popular. 
We would like to obtain accreditation for this so-
called mixed course as well which is divided into 
e-learning and in-person sessions, and make it 
available once a year.

Controlled burning
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AKCIÓ 6 – FIRELIFE Bicycle
We have managed to keep the FIRELIFE project bi-
cycle in good condition, so it will continue to carry 
on the project message in Budapest between 2019 
and 2022.

 

Estimated Annual Budget for 2019-2022

Because the applicant is a public authority, the 
budget has to be approved every year

Action Expenses (Euro)

1 Printed materials

1/1 Poters 2000

1/2 Story Book – “The world of forest fires” 3000

1/3 Integrated information leaflets for children and hikers 6000

1/4 Article on forest fire prevention in the “Konyhasziget” magazine 0

1/5 Forest fire prevention information in the Stihl catalogue 0

1/6 A5 timetables for schoolchildren with the following slogans:
“Prevent Forest Fires” and “Cool and Useful” 1000

1/7 Forest fire prevention information in science and nature studies 
school textbooks 0

2 Participation in events 20 000

3 Website operation and updates 3000

4 Replacement of damaged outdoor signs 500

5 Organization and integration of training courses 3000

Total 38 500
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